
 

 

 

Trauma and Attention 

 

Attention is the process activated by a person’s senses that causes them to 

become selectively aware of or respond to stimuli.  It is not difficult to understand that 

the modification of neural development that occurs with trauma influences attention 

span, behavior, and information processing, all which students need for a successful 

classroom experience.  As listed above, attention and concentration are outcomes of 

maltreatment. Attention is a function of the executive control system which allows for 

shifting, inhibiting, and focusing.  

The decreased measures of attention by children of maltreatment make it 

difficult for them to regulate.  The attention and energy they need for learning are 

 

Impairments to executive functioning from childhood trauma include, but are not 

limited to: 

• Difficulty maintaining concentration, 

• Problems with fixating on specific activities, 

• Inability to filter out extraneous stimulation, 

• Challenges in interpreting others’ feelings and motivations,  

• Problems with completing projects and assignments, and 

• Challenged to sit still. 

 



 This resource supports learning in Module 3 Segment 5, The Educator’s Response to the Cognitive, in The Day Trauma Came to Class. 

diverted to protect against the unknown. This divides the students’ attention. And the 

result?  “No attention, No retention”.  The competing stimuli between engagement in 

the classroom and internal stimuli from intrusive thoughts create overload and cause 

information to bottleneck. 

The inability to sustain attention puts students at risk for school failure. 

Therefore, it is crucial for educators to understand the potential impacts adverse 

circumstances have on a child’s ability to learn.  Having struggled with attention issues, 

I remember something I read years ago, “focus follows interest”.  It made sense then, it 

makes perfect sense now and supports the idea of student-centered learning. It is 

critical that you are continually mindful of connecting your students with the idea of 

their face in the future - identifying and celebrating their strengths, validating their 

passions. 

The impact on between left and brain hemispheric integration further challenges 

the negative impact on attention.  We have to remain mindful of the interplay and 

dependency of related functions and their interconnectivity and reliance on each other.  

 

Trauma and Attention Helps 

Celebrate achievement, no matter how small!!! 

Remember, with students of trauma, the distraction and cause for 

inattentiveness comes from internal stimuli and can be intensified by the external.  Also, 

always stay mindful of the interplay between the different processes and functions. 

 

Attention 

• Provide tasks / check off lists for class activities, 

• Utilize self-evaluation sheets to increase student’s self-awareness of 

concentration, patterns, and abilities.  Again, broken down into bite size pieces. 
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• Eliminate or reduce background or competing noises / seat at front of room, 

• Remove excessive visual stimuli. Avoid unnecessary distractions. 

• Allocate quiet, private, uncluttered study spaces in the classroom, 

• Substitute multiple, unrelated stimuli with related second tasks. Always provide 

multiple opportunities for repetition or reinforcement. 

• Break down tasks into manageable chunks / set tasks time limits,  

• Do not impose rigid methods of organization, but emphasize timelines / 

structure, 

• Keep student work at school – implement a filing systems for student use, 

• Use first and last five minutes of class for organization, 

• Color code handouts for easy identification,  

• To differentiate between examples and action items, use consistent coding on 

handouts, overheads etc. for instruction. 


